Update May 21st, 2014

Shilling Construction should complete phase 1 of the asphalt edge installation between Solomon and Abilene this week as they make their return back to Solomon. As of today they are finishing the last two miles on the east side of Solomon. Once they are completed they will then relocate to the East side of Abilene and begin installing the asphalt edge between Abilene and Chapman, and then return back to Abilene. The work on the east side of the county will not begin until after the Memorial Day weekend. Phase 2 of the project will include a second contractor working the dirt shoulders of the Solomon-Abilene section, finishing and grading the dirt shoulders and seeding this area to finish the project. This work will begin as soon as possible following the completion of phase 1. Traffic disruption should be minimal in this area during the phase 2 portion of the project.